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A b s t r a c t 

The formula which allows to diminish the spacing between limiting values for the mo

mentum of the identified particle in star is derived. This equation contains besides masses 

of other particles the lower bounds of.their momenta and the angles between the prongs. 

...l 



The identification of particles in high-energy stars x) is often made by comparing 

measurements of the momentum Ps. of one of the particles, namely, particle 1 with its 

limiting values under certain assumptions about masses. and quantity of other particles 2, 

J, •••••••••••' n. These particles are united in an one compound-particle with some effeo 

tive mass:nn~f· The formula for the momentum of the particle 1 at the observed angle S1 
under the assumption that the other particle has the mass nn~ft yields limiting values of 

the momentum of the particle 1 [1- J] ·.Usually rnGif is taken equal to 

m =- m:~. + m!> + ... + mn. ; 

here one assumes that velocities of the particles 2,J, ••••• , n coincide with each other(2]. 

We shall show that the spacing between limiting values 01. min. of the momentum P:1. of the 
. r~ m(l~ n . 

particle 1 can be diminished if one takes into account the angles VtJ between the charged 

particles ~ and } ( L,} = 2, ••••••• , n' ) and if one estimates the lower bounds pt. 
of their momenta p;. 

An attempt to take into account the information on angles and momenta of particles was 

made earlier[4J. In contrast to [ 4] in the method suggested here this information is direct 

ly included into m"H . In this case we have to know: lower momentum bounds only ( inL4l it 

is necessary to know the values themselves· of ,p~ 

). 

what is difficult for large values of 

p~ and leads to the indefinity in p4. min 
lriQ.l( 

1. ·The conservation laws for n 
E :1. + E2. + ... +En. -E 
--'P ~ __.., . __..,p 

P~ + Pot+ · ·· + p~~. = 
yield the equation for p~ 

( E2.- p2.) ;- m~- (Ea.+ ... + En):t+ ( Pa+ ... + -p,s· 
EE~- P pi c.os&1 = · 2 ( E2._ pa)Ya. 

It coincides with the equation for when the particle with mass 

(1) 

M , energy E 
and momentum p decays into two particles with masses and n1eff if·we put 

and take as 

(2) 

x) i.e. the stars which have the relativistic prongs . 
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After the differentiation of the roots of Eq.(l) with respect to me.H it is easy to see 

that the larger root always decreases with increase of YY1e.ff (c{pol.,""'/d.me5f < 0 ) 
but .the smaller one (if it. exists) increases (.d.p.i.min /dme.ff;;::. 0 ).~Thus, any.rise 

of the estimate of nn~1 t diminishes the distance between limiting values of the momentum 

p ::t of the particle 1. 

To obtain suoh an estimation let us transform (2) 
n ., .., 

me.~f =. ~ mt + 2, E.~ ( Ei- E.i-- p~ PJ cos&i-j.):::: 
~-:2. .:t~ ~.o< ~ 

r'\ .., Y\0 " .., . 

= l; mt + 2..4i:: (E._Ej. -pi.. PJ) +2-~~ pi- oi( i- cos~\}). 
~":1. ~f ~< Jr c:u-L<J- I (/ 

It is easy.to prove that always . 

Et- E·j- p._ PJ-::;;:. m._ mj-

substituung into (J) in place of Pt. its lower bound x) 
,..., 
Pt and in place of 

- PtPJ quantity mi..mj we obtain finally 

me.~f ~ ma.:::: met+ il.a., 

where 
n1• n1 

114 = 2 L ~ pt. P· (i- c.os &Lj) 
a~L<J- 4_ 

(J) 

(4) 

E· E-'
" J 

. (5) 

(6) 

and the summation is performed over all pairs of charged particles except for the particle 1. 

So, taking instead of m the quantity 
I"V 

m for the effective mass one can dimi -

nish the interval between limiting values of the momentum Pi of the particle 1. The 

higher are the estimations from below the more narrow is the interval between limiting va

lues. The use of (5) - (6) is not effective for narrow particle beams. The existence of the 

neutral particles is taken into aocount as before by simple inclusion of their masses into 

rrL in (5). 

2. One may rise still_ more the estimation for rn~ii if one can measure exactly momenta 

of N particles. Then, one obtains easily 
' • I I 

· N tJ 11 ll 

11la.= ma.+ Z EL: ( El( Ee-- piC pe--mKrne-)+2-L.L:: p( p; ( i- cos &l-J. (7) 
l(<e H'-<J- o 

Here p ~ ( L. = 2. J ••• , n!) · implies pi.. for particles with exaotly measured mo -

_x) For grey prongs, for instance, one may assume 

fJi. = o. 

"" p .. = rYLi.. • For neutral particles 
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menta and for other particles. In the second term the summation is performed over 

all pairs of particles with exactly measured momenta. 

The further rise of estimate for rneif can be achieved by including into the last 

term of the expression (7) the summation over neutral particles • One can do it roughly re-

placing and for neutral particles ~Y their average values and 

{} in the given event and assuming the number of neutral particles to be.equal to the 

half of charged ones. Then, the existence of neutral particles will be taken into account by 

including into (7) the term 

which represents the most probable neutral particle contribution to (7). 

In using the given Eqs. (6) - (7) for the identification of stars obtained on an acce

lerator in the interaction IVAI. or ~N it is not necessary to calculate the limiting -values for each time when we obtain next value of rn • It is quite sufficient 

in this .case to have a two-parametrioal set of curves PL rni" = 
ft\<1./1 

f(m,c..os&J.) for 

definite energy and character of the interaction and assuming that the particle 1 is either 
· )rom 

meson or nucleon. One finds~hese diagrams the values of p1 mi" by means of the interpo -

"'"'" lation. An example of such diagrams for pp - interaction at 10 Dev is given in the Appendix, 

The comparison of the limiting values obtai~ed with due use of (6) and the formulaa of the 
r4J Eqs. [ 4] papert.: shows that (6) bound better Pt. from above but the equations of from below, 
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